Foreign Affairs, Private Homes Arbeitstagung über hegemoniale Aspekte in der Repräsentation des Anderen08. und 09.05.1998tagsüber Bustour zu den Interventionen, die im Rahmen des Workshops Foreign Affairs, Private Homes produziert wurden, Besprechung der Arbeitenab 18.00 jeweils Vortragsprogramm, PanelKurator der Vorträge: Christian KrawagnaKuratoren der Critics: gangartJohannes Fabian Curios and curiosityWhat are the Kantian „conditions of possibility“ of anthropological knowledge? There is a need for a kind of historical epistemology - to understand the historically determined and therefore changing goals, conditions, explicit rules, and implicit assumptions of emerging specialized knowledge about other cultures and societies. Focussing on early ethnography in Central Africa (c. 1850-1910), Fabian points out the crucial role of collecting objects as a „method“ of ethnographic knowledge production.Johannes Fabian is professor of anthropology and chair of Cultural Anthropology and Non-Western Sociology at University of Amsterdam. His publications include „Time and the Other: How Anthropology Makes its Objects“ (1983) and „Remembering the Present: Painting and Popular Historyin Zaire“ (1996).Everlyn Nicodemus / Kristian Romare A viscous linkThere is a viscous link between the interest in collecting classical African art, masks, wooden statuettes, and the western reception of contemporary/modern African art. The prejudices about African „primitivity“ have lived on. Modern artists have been met with skepsis as being not genuine. Europeans like Ulli Beier and Pierre Lods put up workshops to produce naive African artists, and the same attitude has been promoted by Pigozzi who calls himself the worlds biggest collector of African art ... with the motto „no educated artists!“Everlyn Nicodemus, artist and writer, born in Kilimanjaro, Tanzania, came to Europe in 1973, studied social anthropology, turned to painting and has exhibited her work since 1980. She lives in Antwerpen and is on the editorial board of Third Text. Kristian Romare is art historian and critic, has worked as curator and TV producer and is currently doing research on African art and art criticism, in collaboration with Everlyn Nicodemus.Ursula Biemann Curatorial Practice in Foreign ServicesDrawing on the exhibition „Außendienst“, organized by her at the Shedhalle Zürich in 1995, Ursula Biemann critically views the role of methods of representation in constructing certain ideas of culture, which refer to different systems of reference like anthropology, art criticism and discourses of minority. The presentation argues for a more comprehensive notion of culture, i.e. to get these relatively closed systems of reference, also institutionally, in a more obvious relation to each other.Ursula Biemann is an artist and curator (at Shedhalle Zürich until spring 1998). Since 1988 she has been working with post-colonial discourse in transcultural productions („Border Project“, Mexico/US, „Lexicon Hispanica“) and collaborative projects („Interespacios“ with Latinas in Zürich and „Kültür“ - a gender project from Istanbul). In autumn 1997 she organized „Just Watch“, a symposium on politics of identity in electronic media, Shedhalle Zürich.Sarat Maharaj The Anthro-apologising machine’: scenes of difference and translation between self and other. Sarat Maharaj intends to make concrete connections and some specific allusions to the project in the course of his talk. His presentation will relate to the way students might have tackled issues, make links and not simply ‘do a talk’.Sarat Maharaj is a senior lecturer in Art History and Theory at Goldsmiths’ College, University of London. He is on the editorial boards of Art History and Third Text. He has written extensively on Richard Hamilton’s work as well as on international contemporary art.Maria José Alves de Abreu has studied Anthropology in Coimbra and Amsterdam and is presently doing a post-graduate at the London SOAS. She has lectured and published on Jewish memorials. Alexandra Schüssler is anthropologist and stage designer, is presently teaching at the Amsterdam University and doing a research on the artproduction of the Künstlerpavillon in Gugging.
